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**CO-CHAIRS**
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09h00  Registration

09h30  Welcome and Opening Remarks
Maria Clara Calheiros (Law School President, Law School, University of Minho)
Catherine Easton (Bileta President)
Anabela Susana de Sousa Gonçalves (Bileta Conference Co-chair, Law School, University of Minho)

10h00  Keynote speaker
Room Anfiteatro Nobre

Getting creative with legal AI: what computational creativity research can tell us about the nature of law and legal reasoning, Burkhard Schafer (Professor of Computational Legal Theory, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom)

11h00  Coffee break

11h15  Parallel sessions

Room 003
International Law solutions for the emerging challenges in Law and Technology

The delict oriented approach in the application of the Brussels I Recast Regulation to wrongful activities online, Anabela Susana de Sousa Gonçalves (Assistant Professor, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal)

Towards “New” Divides: Online Conduct in Emerging European Regulatory and Judicial Understandings, Nicholas Gervassis (Lecturer in Law, Plymouth University, United Kingdom)

From bilateral to triangular: challenges posed by platforms on contract law, Joana Campos Carvalho (PhD candidate, Nova Law School Lisbon, Portugal)

The EU and the US are negotiating the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), Nadia Naim (Lecturer in Law, University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom)
**Room 005**

**Online speech**

*The fake-news phenomenon in the 2016 post-crisis digital era*, Felipe Romero Moreno (Researcher, University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom)

*Fake news: A regulatory response*, Mark Leise (PhD Candidate, University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom)

*Apples and Oranges: Why online hate speech online is fundamentally different and the problems this poses for the law*, MacKenzie F. Common (PhD student, London School of Economics, United Kingdom)

*Keeping it real: Transmedia for online legal education*, Emily Allbon (Senior Lecturer, University of London, United Kingdom)

**Room 2027**

**Data protection 1**

*Implementing a ‘Right to be Forgotten’ in the United States*, Patrick O’Callaghan, (Senior Research Associate, University College Cork, Ireland)

*Beyond the room, beyond the house, beyond the country: Aggregated Privacy and the challenges to the individual private sphere*, Silvia De Conca (PhD researcher, Tilburg University, The Netherlands)

*Developments in the protection of Post-mortem Privacy in US and EU – challenging some of the traditional conceptions of privacy and data protection*, Edina Harbinja (Senior Lecturer, School of Law, Criminology and Political Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom), Lucien Castex (Research Associate, Sorbonne Nouvelle University, France)

*Still the Best Partners? The Strengthened Regulatory Model of Consent and Necessity in the GDPR and Its Applicability to Online Behavioural Advertising*, Jiahong Chen (PhD student, School of Law, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom)

*Understanding the notion of risk in the GDPR*, Raphaël Gellert (PhD. Researcher, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium)
Room 2030

**Online protection of children**

*Will Stewie Griffin land you in jail? Revisiting the criminalization of non-photographic virtual child pornography*, Abhilash Nair (Lecturer, University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom)

*Challenges of protecting children from sexual abuse and exploitation on the internet: a study based on Kosovo’s experience*, Desara Dushi (PhD candidate, University of Bologna, Italy)

*Platforms and new forms of commercial communication aimed at minors: A playground under legislative reform?*, Ingrid Lambrecht and Valerie Verdoodt (Legal Researcher, KU Leuven Centre for IT & IP Law – imec – AdLit Project, Belgium)

*Covert Online Surveillance of Child Predators: Exploring the Legal Boundaries*, Gregor Urbas (Associate Professor, School of Law and Justice, University of Canberra, Australia)

Room “Sala de Atos”

**Copyright Law**

*Creative Commonsense? An analysis of tensions between Copyright Law and Creative Commons*, Nick Scharf (Lecturer in Law, University of East Anglia, Norwich, United Kingdom)

*The impact of Automated Anti-Piracy systems as copyright enforcement mechanism on digital cultural diversity: empirical study on Youtube’s Content ID digital*, Sabine Jacques (Lecturer in IP/IT/Media Law, University of East Anglia, United Kingdom); John Street (Professor); Morten Hviid (Director and Professor of Law, University of East Anglia) and Krzysztof Garstka (Research Associate, University of Cambridge)

*A Similarity Assessment in Copyright Works: The Insertion of Intelligent Technology to Provide Certainty to Right’s Holders and the Public Sector*, Jesus Manuel Niebla Zatarain (PhD Candidate, Tilburg University, Netherlands)

*The Future Of Internet Service Providers Role in Preventing Copyright Abuse*, Rachel Alkalay (PhD Candidate, Queen Mary Law School in London, United Kingdom)

12h30  Lunch
14h00  Keynote speaker

Room Anfiteatro Nobre


15h00  Parallel sessions

Room 001
Health and society

Smart environments in the health context, self-management and data protection in the STARR project, Diana Dimitrova and Francesca Pichierri (Researchers, FIZ-Karlsruhe, Leibniz-Institut für Informationsinfrastruktur, Germany)

Electronic Health Record Sharing System (eHRSS) and Patient Privacy Protection in Hong Kong, Rebecca Yoke Chan Ong (Associate Professor, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong); Sandy Sabapathy (Assistant Professor, University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong)

Telemedicine: sucess or failure?, Diana Coutinho, (Invited Assistant, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal)

Room 002
Information and Communication Technology

Creating a fairer for all ICT landscape: the complementarity between competition laws and net neutrality and interoperability as an essential bridging tool, Xenofon Kontargiris (Research Assistant in Public, ICT and Telecommunications Law, University of Hamburg, Germany)

Automated Investigations: The Role of the Request Filter in Communications Data Analysis, Allison Holmes (Associate Lecturer, University of Kent, United Kingdom)

Data protection impact assessment in the context of electronic communications, Irene Kamara and Lorenzo Dalla Corte (PhD Student, Tilburg Law School, Netherlands)
The Guidelines on Big Data adopted by the Council of Europe. Going beyond the limits of the traditional paradigm, Alessandro Mantelero (Professor of Law at the Polytechnic University of Turin, Italy)

Room 003
Cybercrime

Playing the game: the rituals of identification in the Portuguese criminal investigation process, Diana Miranda (The Open University; Birkbeck – University of London; Keele University, United Kingdom)

Setting the minimum age of criminal responsibility for cybercrime, Elvin Balajanov (PhD student, School of Law, University of Leeds, United Kingdom)

Current issues arising from the reform of the EU data protection framework in the context of the police and criminal justice sector, Mireille M Caruana (Lecturer in EU and Information Technology Law, University of Malta, Malta)

Grooming in Dutch law: how virtual honey pots and “attempted grooming” will lead to ban on sexchatting. What about freedom of expression?, Anne de Hingh (Assistant Professor, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, The Netherlands)

Room 004
Technological challenges in educational contexts

Round and round we go: Taking on board the lessons of history for the future of legal regulation within England and Wales, Kevin M Rogers (Associate Dean, University of Hertfordshire, United Kingdom)

Memory, Peace, Development, Technology, Innovation, Interdisciplinary, Education, Portuguese Speaking countries, Maria João Carapêto (PHD Candidate, Nova Law School in Lisbon, Portugal)

Connectivity for citizens’ education and awareness: the case of Citizen Science, Anna Berti Suman (PhD researcher, Tilburg Institute for Law, Technology and Society, Netherlands)

Room 005
Online Behavior

Personal (Big) Data Ownership in the world of “behavioural” algorithms», Gianclaudio Malgieri (PhD Researcher in Law and Technology, Vrije Universiteit Brussel, Belgium)
Slave to the Algo-Rhythm? Awaiting the Law Cavalry, Lilian Edwards (Professor of E-Governance, Strathclyde University, United Kingdom)

Engineering Choice in Digital Markets: The Right to Data Portability, Orla Lynskey (Assistant Professor of Law, London School of Economics and Political Science, United Kingdom)

A new direction to assess conflict styles within an Ambient Intelligence Negotiation System, Paulo Novais (Associate Professor, ALGORITMI Center, University of Minho, Portugal) and Marco Gomes (PhD Student, ALGORITMI Center, University of Minho, Portugal)

Room 2027
Data protection 2

Extending digital and physical selves: emerging technical and legal challenges?, Abbe Brown (Reader, University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom)

Where to draw the line between general and targeted data retention?, Teresa Quintel (PhD Candidate, University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg)

Who Makes the Right to Data Portability Become Reality: Exploring a ‘Missing Role’ in the Text of General Data Protection Regulation, Wenlong Li (PhD Candidate, University of Edinburgh)

Realizing The Right to Data Portability for the Internet of Things, Lachlan D. Urquhart (Research Fellow in Information Technology Law, Horizon, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom); Neelima Sailaja (Horizon, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom) and Derek McAuley Horizon, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom)

Data protection and code of conducts in collaborative research Exploring the opportunities and limits of the Article 40 GDPR, Michal Koščík (Researcher, Institute of law and technology, Faculty of law, Masaryk University Brno, Czech Republic) and Matěj Myška (Institute of law and technology, Faculty of law, Masaryk University Brno, Czech Republic)

Room 2030
Intellectual property Law 1

Trademarks, Representation and Conventionality - When 3 become 2?, Kim Barker (Lecturer in Law, University of Stirling, United Kingdom)
A modest reform of the Software Directive to encourage the sharing, publicising and promotion of software interface specifications to improve interoperability, Sally Weston (Senior Principal Academic, Bournemouth University, United Kingdom)

Towards a DRM comeback and spread outside IP Law area?, Sarah Markiewicz (PhD student in IT Law, University of Aix-Marseille, France and University of Montreal, Canada)

Subject to Terms and Conditions: User Concepts of Ownership in MMOs, Megan Rae Blakely (Lecturer in Law, Lancaster University Law School, United Kingdom)

Reshaping IP’s fabric: privatization versus public domain in the era of artificial intelligence», Ana Ramalho (Assistant Professor of Intellectual Property Law, Maastricht University, The Netherlands)

Room “Sala de Atos”

Rights enforcement

Exploring data breach liability through enforcement action, Aaron Ceross, Doctoral Student, (University of Oxford, United Kingdom)

Interoperability solutions under Digital Single Market: European e-Justice rethought under e-Governance paradigm – Improving effective judicial protection, Alessandra Silveira (Associate Professor, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal), Joana Abreu (Invited Assistant Professor, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal)

Learning Lessons from Cloud Investigations in Europe: Bargaining Enforcement and Multiple Centers of Regulation in Data Protection, Asma Vranaki (Lecturer in Law, Anglia Ruskin University, United Kingdom)

Standards for duty of care? Debating intermediary liability from a sectoral perspective, Carsten Ullrich (PhD Researcher, Faculty of Law, Economics and Finance, University of Luxembourg, Luxembourg)

16h15 Coffee break
16h30 Parallel sessions

Room 2027

Smart cities

*Smart Cities, data and right to privacy: an overview from Portugal and Brazil*, Francisco Andrade (Assistant Professor, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal) and Marciele Berger (Phd Student, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal)

*Contesting the decision: Living in (and living with) the smart city*, Matthew Jewell (PhD Candidate, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom)

*Cybersecurity Risks Related to Fragmented Adoption of “Smart City” Features in Existing Metropolitan Areas*, Frantisek Kasl (Postgraduate student, Masaryk University in Brno, Czech Republic)

Room 2030

Criminal justice

*The Obligation of States to Prevent - and to React to - International Cyber Attacks: The Necessity for an International Treaty on Cyber Security*, Irène Couzigou (Lecturer in Law, University of Aberdeen, United Kingdom)

*Vigilantism and cooperative criminal justice: is there a place for vigilantes within cybercrime fighting?*, Karine e Silva and Bart Van der Sloot (PhD Candidates, Tilburg University, the Netherlands)

*The use of anti-money laundering software: technological and legal implications*, Lara Rodrigues (Postgraduate student, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal) and Pedro Miguel Freitas (Invited Assistant Professor, Law School, University of Minho, Portugal)

Room “Sala de Atos”

Intellectual property Law 2

*Can the German Constitutional Court change the EU Copyright Directive?*, Bernd Justin Jütte (Research Fellow, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom)

*Beyond the Terrestrial Piracy: The Nigerian Copyright Act on the Information Superhighway*, Bukola Faturoti (Senior Lecturer, Robert Gordon University, United Kingdom)
The French private copying system after the 2016 copyright law reforms, Nicolas Jondet (Teaching Fellow in Intellectual Property Law, University of Edinburgh School of Law, United Kingdom)

A Technological Licensing Framework for 3D Printed Content: A Focus on China, James Griffin (Senior Lecturer, University of Exeter, United Kingdom)

Room 002

Intellectual property Law 3

Combating Counterfeiting derived from 3D Printing: The Legal Race Against Technology, Tomruk Ustunkaya (PhD student, University of Sussex, United Kingdom)

Open source licenses in the proprietary world of standard setting: The case of Apache v.2 in ETSI context as a start, Jingze Li (PhD Candidate, Tilburg University, Netherlands)

A Content Revolution: A Critical Analysis of the Inadequacy of Fair Dealings in the United Kingdom with Respect to User-Generated Content, Mitchell Edward Longan (PhD student, Sussex, United Kingdom)

Online accessibility: An analysis of the development and impact of the European Union’s public sector websites Directive, Catherine Easton (Researcher, Lancaster University, United Kingdom)

20h00 Dinner
21st APRIL

09h30  Keynote speaker

Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band: Linking Privacy scholarship to reality, Joe Cannataci (Professor, University of Malta and University of Groningen, The Netherlands; United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Privacy)

10h30  Parallel sessions

Room Anfiteatro Nobre

Brexit

Brexit: What does the future hold for data protection law in the UK?, Aysem Diker Vanberg (Senior Lecturer, Anglia Ruskin University, United Kingdom)

The Brexit and the ratification of the Unified Patent System Court, Irene Maria Portela (PhD in Law Coordinator Professor - Department of Law, IPCA, Portugal)

Cross-border data transfers – A right dog’s Brexit, Judith Rauhofer (Lecturer in IT Law, University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom)

Brexit: Trade and Data Protection Implications for UK Digital and ‘Fintech’ Industries, Karen Mc Cullagh (Course Director, LLM Media Law, Policy & Practice, University of East Anglia, United Kingdom)

Room "Sala de Atos"

Technological challenges in educational contexts 2

Legal scholarship and Open Access Publishing: Developing radical pathways to free, open models, Paul Maharg (Professor of Law, The Australian National University College of Law, Australia), Catherine Easton (Researcher, Lancaster University, United Kingdom) and Abhilash Nair (Lecturer, University of Strathclyde, United Kingdom)
The cognitive computing revolution in simulation for academic and professional education, Paul Maharg (Professor of Law, The Australian National University College of Law, Australia), Dirk Rodenburg (Director of Undergraduate and Professional Programs, Queen’s University Faculty of Law, Canada); Paul Clapperton (Ametros Learning Inc, Canada)

Mind the gap! Law schools’ curriculum and the mystery of technical rules, Kees Stuurman (Professor, Tilburg Law School, Netherlands)

Room 002
UNESCO Special Session,

UNESCO project on Internet Universality indicators, Xianhong Hu (UNESCO Assistant Programme Specialist - Communication and Information Sector, France)

UNESCO book on Privacy, Free expression and Transparency, Joe Cannataci (Professor, University of Malta and University of Groningen, The Netherlands; United Nations Special Rapporteur on the Right to Privacy)

11h30 Coffee break

11h45 Postgrad competitions

Room Anfiteatro Nobre
Google award presentations
Bileta award presentations

13h00 Lunch
BILETA 2017
International perspectives on emerging challenges in Law, Technology and Education.